July 5, 2017
Dear Valued Mountain Plumbing Customer,
Enclosed is our new 2017 product catalog and price book. The new prices become effective on August 7, 2017.
We are excited to announce a few new additions to 2017 edition. I do want to point out that the entire book is in color with
the Re-Vive™ Shower Collection being highlighted in turquoise.
Expanding the Mountain Re-Vive™ Shower Collection, we have added the finishes of Matte Black (MB) and Oil Rubbed
Bronze (ORB) to each size of our Round and Square Showerheads as well as the Hand Showers (pg 155, 156 & 163).
Also new in the Re-Vive™ Shower Collection are the new Hand Shower Waterway Elbows (MT41 & MT51, pg 164).
These new elbows serve as a waterway and hand shower holder.
Next, new for 2017 is the Flexible Supply Cover Sleeve. These Supply Cover Sleeves offer a simple decorative solution to
those often used braided stainless hoses. As you know, plumbers love the ease of installing the flexible braided supply
lines; leaves no chance to error in kinking the decorative rigid lines yet compromises the overall design. Insert the new
Supply Cover Sleeve. Installation of the Cover Sleeve is simple…install the braided line onto the valve, slide the Cover
Sleeve over the line and connect the line like usual to either the toilet or lav. Each end of the Cover Sleeve is telescopic
and can be twisted to lengthen to ensure a snug fit. We are offering 2 sizes, 12” and 20”. Also, we are offering the Cover
Sleeve with the braided supply line (pg 82)
Finally, we have introduced 3 brand new finishes which can be referenced on the inside cover: Champagne Bronze
(CHBRZ), Brushed Rose Bronze (BRBZ) and Polished Rose Bronze (PRBZ). The Champagne Bronze closely matches
Delta’s finish and the Rose Bronze’s closely blend with most other manufacturers Rose Gold/Bronze.
Mountain Plumbing Products is committed to delivering an exceptional experience through service and products. As we
continue to strive for innovation in both aspects, we truly appreciate our relationship. If you should every have any
questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Sincerely,

Bruce Reidel
President
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